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Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing Book
Little Brown & Company Shows how to create artwork by starting with a ﬁngerprint, and provides step-by-step examples.

Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Drawing Book
Scholastic Paperbacks Just add Ed Emberley's simple ''alphabet'' to your thumbprints and ﬁngerprints, and you can create funny thumbprint faces, animals, and bugs, as well as colorful ﬁngerprint pictures including frogs, trains, and ﬂowers. Easy and fun, these books
provide hours of art-full entertainment.

Ed Emberley's Complete Funprint Drawing Book
LB Kids Using just ﬁngerprints and a few letters, Ed Emberley shows would-be artists how to create owls, pigs, ﬁsh, and basketball players! This colorful step-by-step book is easy and crafty, and provides hours of art-full fun.

Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Animals
Paw Prints Explains how to use a few simple shapes, letters, numbers, and symbols to draw almost any animal.

Fingerprint Drawing
Art Fun at Your Fingertips!
Courier Dover Publications Finger painting takes on an exciting new dimension with this colorful guide. Simple step-by-step directions show how to turn a simple ﬁngerprint into fanciful drawings of animals, faces, ﬂowers, and other creatures and objects.

Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing Book
Simpliﬁed Chinese edition of the Caldecott Award-winning author Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing Book In Simpliﬁed Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing Book
Turtleback Books Shows how to create artwork by starting with a ﬁngerprint, and provides step-by-step examples.

Ed Emberley's Picture Pie
A Cut and Paste Drawing Book
Paw Prints Learn how to make all sorts of pictures, from birds and ﬁsh to clowns and ﬂowers, by using the simplest of shapes.

Dots & Spots
A Super-Duper Squiggly Doodle & Drawing Book
Walter Foster Jr Is that a unicorn apocalypse sink hole? With Dots & Spots: A Drawing Book, explore the answers to this and more of the universes biggest questions as you sketch, doodle, draw, design, and colour using a series of random black spots and dots to guide
your way.
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Let's Make Some Great Fingerprint Art
Laurence King Publishing Discover diﬀerent and surprising ways of creating pictures with ﬁnger- and handprints. Create handprint birds, lions and reindeer; invent strange creatures by combining ﬁngerprints and blowpainting; make ﬁngerprint stencil art or create
your own gallery of aliens and monsters. From ﬂowers and bees to dinosaurs and skeletons - let the inky ﬁngers begin! Marion Deuchars is an internationally acclaimed, award-winning illustrator with an instantly recognizable and much loved style. From her covers for
Penguin Books to her stamps celebrating the Royal Shakespeare Company, her illustration and lettering is unparalleled and highly inﬂuential.

Fingerprint & Draw: On the Farm
Draw & Paint More Than 30 Cool Fingerprint and Thumbprint Masterpieces
Kids will develop ﬁne motor skills, strengthen muscle coordination, and improve hand-eye coordination by simply drawing with ﬁngerprints! Fingerprint & Draw supports the early stages of writing and drawing in children as young as 3 years old. Each simple, step-bystep drawing exercise begins by showing kids exactly which ﬁngers to use and how to place them on paper to create each animal shape, and then transforming the ﬁngerprints into fun farm animals. On the Farm features 30+ diﬀerent cute and cuddly farm animals and
other things found on a farm, each drawn using your ﬁngerprints. With a pull-out paper pad to easily draw alongside each exercise, children will be so immersed creating cows, chickens, pigs, and sheep with their ﬁnger tips that they won't realize they are also
developing their ﬁne motor skills.

Ed Emberley's How to Draw Monsters and More Scary Stuﬀ
LB Kids Learn to draw jack-o-lanterns, skeletons, witches, black cats, monsters, and more in this how-to-draw book by drawing master Ed Emberley-perfect for the Halloween season and all year round! Using his "alphabet" of shapes and squiggles, Ed Emberley shows
new artists the easiest method to create more than 50 creepy creatures and critters. This brand-new bindup edition-featuring color on the interior-of Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Halloween and Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Weirdos will make doodling a blast for
kids age 7 and up. Over 2 million Ed Emberley drawing books have been sold!

Fingerprint Princesses and Fairies
And 100 Other Magical Creatures
Take a hands-on approach to art with Fingerprint Princesses and Fairies! Create engaging art activities with your children - at home or in the classroom. Packed with fun step-by-step instructions, this book teaches you how to make 30 classic fairytale characters
including nymphs, fairies, princesses, butterﬂies, and angels with only the tips of your ﬁngers. Create your own enchanting world, no paintbrush required! Kids aren't the only ones who will enjoy it, artists of all ages can put their ﬁngers on the fun of art. Use the
characters to spice up you art journals and doodles. Creativity is at your ﬁngertips!

Fingerprint Monsters and Dragons
And 100 Other Adventurous Creatures
Take a hands-on approach to art with Fingerprint Monsters and Dragons! Create engaging art activities with your children - at home or in the classroom. Packed with fun step-by-step instructions, this book teaches you how to make 30 classic ﬁctional foes including
trolls, pirates, warlocks, and skeletons with only the tips of your ﬁngers. Create your own fantasy world, no paintbrush required! Kids aren't the only ones who will enjoy it, artists of all ages can put their ﬁnger on the fun of art. Use the characters to spice up you art
journals and doodles. Creativity is at your ﬁngertips!

Fingerprint Friends
Simon and Schuster Creative storytelling is at your ﬁngertips in this engaging activity book. It’s a diﬀerent kind of ﬁnger painting! This unique art book comes with nine ink pads in vibrant colors that invite children to use their own ﬁngerprints to complete the art
projects inside. Turn ﬁngerprints into imaginative characters, animals, and more. From colorful butterﬂies to a pile of autumn-colored leaves, the possibilities are endless with these creative projects. The ink pads come with a reusable lid for easy cleanup and storage.

Fingerprint Activities Under the Sea
Fingerprint Activities Bursting with fun ﬁngerprinting ideas, this colourful activity book comes with its own inkpad of seven bright colours. Decorate the underwater scenes with ﬁsh, turtles, submarines, mermaids and much more. There are simple instructions showing
how to ﬁngerprint each picture and the book has a spiral binding so that it lies ﬂat. Illustrations: Full colour throughout

Ed Emberley's Jumbo Book of Drawing Activities!!!
Create hundreds of pictures using ﬁngers or thumbs, or a circle and its parts to create lots of fun things. Includes easy step-by-step instructions plus spaces to draw alongside the artist.

Make a Face with Ed Emberley (Ed Emberley on the Go!)
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing people, animals, and objects using a minimum of line and circle combinations.
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The Wing on a Flea
A Book about Shapes
Little Brown & Company Simple rhyming text and illustrations guide the reader to see triangles, rectangles, and circles in everyday things.

Chicken Little
Macmillan A father-and-daughter team presents a retelling of the classic story of Chicken Little, who has an acorn fall on his head and runs in a panic to his friends Henny Penny, Lucky Ducky, and Loosey Goosey, to tell them the sky is falling.

Drummer Hoﬀ
A picture book, from an old folk verse, which tells of the building of a cannon as each soldier brings a part.

Handprint Animals
Handprint Art From penguins and polar bears in their icy homes to monkeys and big cats in the jungle, readers will learn how to create all kinds of animals using their own handprints. Clear instructions and engaging images help readers let their creativity shine using
accessible materials and their own imaginations!

Fingerprint Activities Bugs
Fingerprint Activities Bursting with fun ﬁngerprinting ideas, this colourful activity book comes with its own inkpad of seven bright colours. Decorate the scenes with spiders, ladybirds, ants, bees and more. There are simple instructions showing how to ﬁngerprint each
creature and the book has a spiral binding so that it lies ﬂat. Illustrations: Full colour throughout

Go Away, Big Green Monster!
What has a bluish-greenish nose, sharp white teeth and big yellow eyes? It is the Big Green Monster, in this book children can change the features of the monster, it is designed to help dispel their fears of night-time monsters.

Draw Fifty Beasties and Yugglies and Turnover Uglies and Things that Go Bump in the Night
Broadway Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing monsters, goons, and gruesome beasts.

Drummer Hoﬀ
Turtleback Books A cumulative folk song in which seven soldiers build a magniﬁcent cannon, but Drummer Hoﬀ ﬁres it oﬀ. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Fingerprint Activities Dinosaurs
Simply press your ﬁnger into the ink pad and print scales on a stegosaur's back, decorate a diplodocus and add teeth to a roaring T-rex. Features lots of diﬀerent dinosaurs, along with other prehistoric creatures that lived on land and in the sea. Illustrations: Full colour
throughout

Glad Monster, Sad Monster
LB Kids Glad, sad, silly, mad - monsters have all kinds of diﬀerent feelings! In this innovative die-cut book, featuring a snazzy foil cover, you'll try on funny masks as you walk through the wide range of moods all little monsters (and kids!) experience. Here's a fun,
interactive way to explore the many diﬀerent ways we feel! Caldecott Medal-winning author/artist Ed Emberley provides readers with an imaginatively crafted book that helps children identify and understand their emotions. Visit him at his Web site:
www.edemberley.com.

Ed Emberley's Big Purple Drawing Book
Turtleback Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing people, animals, and other objects using a minimum of line and circle combinations.

Goody Gumdrops with Ed Emberley (Ed Emberley on the Go!)
The drawing pad shows how to use simple lines to turn gumdrop shapes into whimsical animals, birds, bugs and objects. Step by step drawings show you how.

Fingerprint Farm
iSeek Creative storytelling is at your ﬁngertips in this magical activity book. It’s a diﬀerent kind of ﬁnger painting! This unique art book comes with nine ink pads in vibrant colors that invite children to use their own ﬁngerprints to complete the art projects inside. Turn
ﬁngerprints into imaginative fairy creatures and other fantastical characters. With encouraging step-by-step guides and exciting scenes, this is the ideal book to develop creative skills. Make your own stunning ﬁngerprint art with this fabulous book! Perfect for small
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hands! Ink pads come with a reusable lid for easy cleanup and storage. Early learning skills promoted in this book include sequencing, creativity, and materials handling.

Ed Emberley
Ammo Books Ed Emberley shies away from calling himself an artist and instead likes to say that “he draws pictures for a living.” Now in his eighties,Ed Emberley is a Caldecott award-winning children's book illustrator and writer who has been creating original books
since the1960s. He has written and illustrated more than 100 books and is perhaps best known for his beloved how-to-draw books for kids such as: Ed Emberley's Big Green Drawing Book, Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Faces, and Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint
Drawing Book, and many others. These simple and straightforward books, ﬁrst published in the 1970s, have encouraged a generation of kids to take the drawing process step by step. Contemporary working artists today often cite Ed Emberley as a beloved early
inspiration in their development as artists. By encouraging kids to draw using just a few simple shapes, Emberley has made drawing and creating accessible to everyone. As Emberley likes to say, “Not everyone needs to be an artist, but everyone needs to feel good
about themselves.” This deﬁnitive monograph on the wide repertoire of Emberley's life's work has been beautifully put together by Todd Oldham and Caleb Neelon. Highlighting work spanning over ﬁve decades, this gorgeous and comprehensive book celebrates the
talented and proliﬁc life of Ed Emberley.

Ox-cart Man
Penguin Describes the day-to-day life of an early nineteenth-century New England family throughout the changing seasons.

Fingerprint Alphabet Art
A Fun and Engaging Children's Picture Book Teaching about the Letters of the Alphabet to Build Strong Readers, to Add to Your
Abc Read Aloud Books and As Perfect Back to School Gift
DO YOU NEED A WAY TO KEEP THE LITTLE FINGERS BUSY AND LEARNING AT THE SAME TIME? Learning the alphabet can be tough so fun approaches are always welcome wouldn't you agree? In this this Fingerprint Alphabet Art Book There's a ﬁngerprint creation for
every letter and some letters even allow for more creativity - all you have to do is dip those little cuties in ﬁnger paint or ﬁngerprint ink pad press them down on a sheet of paper or a few times in some cases and do some doodling with a black and other marker to give
the little characters life! With a fun rhyming scheme and large, colorful text, Animals and so many things in this book will inspire your budding art lovers as they learn the about the alphabet, animals, new words, and other things by simple science explanations and
creative way to paint. What you will ﬁnd inside this counting book: Perfect size at 8.5 x 8.5 in / 21.59 x 21.59 cm Great variety so your kid will never get bored: Simple, large and satisfying colored pages mixed wonderfully with delightful details, oﬀering a wide variety
of diﬀerent places to keeps him engaged in a varied and super-fun, creative experience. Family friendly: Perfect for parents, grandparents, careers or relatives who love board & picture books. Cute-themed glossy cover design for an adorable, magical look Ready to
join our other happy customers? Get your copy now by clicking Add to Cart

Journey on the Clouds
A Children's Book Inspired by Marc Chagall
Prestel Pub A mail carrier in a village that is mostly blue sets oﬀ in a cloud to see the rest of the world, in a story inspired by Chagall's "Bride and Groom with Eiﬀel Tower" and featuring information on the artist and his work on the back lining papers.

The Story of Paul Bunyan
Ammo Books Tells how Paul Bunyan, the mighty lumberjack, cleared the States of Iowa and Kansas, dug the Mississippi River, and performed other feats with his blue ox, Babe.

Ed Emberley's Bye-bye, Big Bad Bullybug!
Die-cut pages reveal the scary and mean parts of a bullybug as it prepares to attack some itty-bitty baby bugs, but a rescuer arrives on the scene before the bully can make good on its threats.

Clues to the Universe
HarperCollins This stellar debut about losing and ﬁnding family, forging unlikely friendships, and searching for answers to big questions will resonate with fans of Erin Entrada Kelly and Rebecca Stead. The only thing Rosalind Ling Geraghty loves more than watching
NASA launches with her dad is building rockets with him. When he dies unexpectedly, all Ro has left of him is an unﬁnished model rocket they had been working on together. Benjamin Burns doesn’t like science, but he can’t get enough of Spacebound, a popular comic
book series. When he ﬁnds a sketch that suggests that his dad created the comics, he’s thrilled. Too bad his dad walked out years ago, and Benji has no way to contact him. Though Ro and Benji were only supposed to be science class partners, the pair become unlikely
friends, and Ro even ﬁgures out a way to reunite Benji and his dad. But Benji hesitates, which infuriates Ro. Doesn’t he realize how much Ro wishes she could be in his place? As the two face bullying, grief, and their own diﬀerences, Benji and Ro try to piece together
clues to some of the biggest questions in the universe. A Washington Post KidsPost Summer Book Club selection * A Junior Library Guild Selection *

Fingerprint Activities
This ﬁnger-printing book includes simple, step-by-step instructions for lots of pictures and scenes to create using only ﬁngerprints, and a multi-coloured ink pad is attached to the side of the book, so no extra materials are required. Encourages creativity and manual
dexterity.
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There Was an Old Monster!
In this variation on the traditional cumulative rhyme, a monster swallows ants, a lizard, a bat, and other creatures to try to cure a stomach ache than began when he swallowed a tick.
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